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Abstract. We study the global polarizations of Λ, Ξ−, and Ω− hyperons in non-
central Au + Au collisions at

√
sNN = 7.7–200 GeV. We highlight the impor-

tance of effect of decay feeddown to the measured global polarization. With
the decay contributions taken into account, the global polarization ordering
PΩ− > PΞ− > PΛ can be naturally explained, which is consistent with the ob-
servation recently reported from the STAR experiment from Au+Au collisions
at 200 GeV. We also extend our calculations to predict expectations from the
RHIC-BES II data.

1 Introduction

The large orbital angular momentum produced by relativistic heavy-ion collisions leads to
the spin polarization of final-state hadrons [1, 2]. Therefore, the spin polarization in turn
provides us with a tool to detect the rotational motion of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP)
created in the collision. The global polarization of Λ and Λ̄ hyperons, which reflects the
average vorticity strength of the QGP, has been measured by the STAR [3–5], the ALICE [6],
and the HADES [7] experiments in a wide collision energy range covering

√
sNN = 2.4–

5020 GeV. The data in the energy range of
√

sNN = 7.7–5020 GeV [3, 4, 6] demonstrate an
increasing global Λ (Λ̄) polarization with the decreasing collision energy. This trend can be
reproduced by many model calculations, such as [8–12], which provides strong support to
the vorticity interpretation of the global polarization.

In order to further examine the global polarization mechanism, it is important to study
the spin polarization (or spin alignment) of other hadron species. Recently, the STAR exper-
iment has measured the global polarizations of Ξ and Ω hyperons at

√
sNN = 200 GeV [13].

The STAR and the ALICE experiments have also measured the spin alignment of φ and K∗0

mesons [14–16]. However, the observed deviation of the spin-density matrix element ρ00
from 1/3 does not necessarily indicate the global polarization. Local polarization distribution
caused by the QGP anisotropic expansion, which does not contribute to the global polariza-
tion, can also lead to ρ00 � 1/3 [17]. This makes the spin alignment of vector mesons more
complicated than the global polarization of hyperons.
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In this proceeding, we report our recent research [18] on the global polarizations of Λ,
Ξ−, and Ω− hyperons within the framework based on thermal vorticity and spin transfer dy-
namics in decay. The study improves our understanding of the global hyperon polarization
and provides predictions for future measurements at RHIC-BES energies.

2 Framework

We calculated the global polarizations of Λ, Ξ−, and Ω− hyperons in Au + Au collisions at
RHIC energies

√
sNN = 7.7–200 GeV. The calculation can be divided into the following two

procedures.
We first compute the global polarization of primaryΛ, Ξ−, andΩ− hyperons. The primary

hyperons are those produced by hadronization at the end of QGP fluid. Spin statistical and
kinetic theory shows that their spin polarizations are determined by thermal vorticity of the
fluid [19–21]:

Pµ � −S + 1
6m
εµνρσpν�ρσ(x), (1)

where Pµ is the spin polarization four-vector, and S , m, p, and x are the spin, mass, momen-
tum four-vector, and space-time coordinate four-vector of the hyperon. The thermal vorticity
is defined as �ρσ = 1

2 (∂σβρ − ∂ρβσ) with βρ = uρ/T in which u is the fluid four-velocity and
T is the temperature. We extract the thermal vorticity field and the phase-space distributions
of primary Λ, Ξ−, and Ω− hyperons from a multi-phase transport (AMPT) model [22]. With
this information, the global polarization of primary hyperons can be calculated using Eq. (1).
More details about the calculation can be found in [18].

Then we estimate the decay contributions to the global polarization of inclusive hyperons.
Note that the global polarization calculated in the first procedure is of the primary hyperons.
However, the experimental measurements include the hyperons produced by decay of heavier
particles. Through a statistical model calculation, we find that about 80% of the final Λ’s and
about 40% of the final Ξ−’s are products of decays. Following from Eq. (1), the thermal vor-
ticity polarizes not only the primaryΛ, Ξ−, andΩ− hyperons, but also all other hadron species
created from the QGP (except spinless hadrons). When these polarized hadrons decay, their
spin polarizations are transferred to secondary particles. The detailed spin-transfer rules can
be found in [18, 23–25]. Taking the decay contributions into account, the global polarization
of inclusive hyperons can be calculated by

PH,inclusive =
NH PH,primary +

∑
NX→H PX→H

NH +
∑

NX→H
, (2)

where H is the hyperon which we want to study, X stands for particles which can decay to H,
PH,inclusive (PH,primary) is the global polarization of inclusive (primary) H hyperon, NH is the
primary yield number of H, NX→H and PX→H are the yield number and the global polarization
of H from the decay X→ H, and the sum runs over all possible decays (including cascade
decays) from X to H. We use the THERMUS package [26] (which is a statistical model)
to calculate the primary yields of the following hyperons: Λ, Λ(1405), Λ(1520), Λ(1600),
Λ(1670), Λ(1690), Σ0, Σ(1385), Σ(1660), Σ(1670), Ξ, and Ξ(1530). We then use the spin-
transfer rules to simulate decay of these hyperons and obtain NX→H and PX→H . Finally, these
quantities are substituted into Eq. (2) to calculate the inclusive global polarization.

3 Results and discussion

In this section, we present and discuss our results on the global hyperon polarizations. In
the current framework, we have assumed that the primary hyperons follow the same global
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Figure 1. Global polarizations of Λ, Ξ−, and Ω− hyperons without (left) and with (right) the decay con-
tributions to Λ and Ξ− taken into account. The STAR data [3, 4, 13] of inclusive hyperon polarizations
are also shown for comparison.

polarization mechanism, that is, they are polarized by the thermal vorticity through Eq. (1).
Therefore, we expect that the global polarizations of the three hyperons have a similar energy
dependence — they all decrease with the increase of collision energy, as demonstrated in
Fig. 1.

The left panel of Fig. 1 shows that the global polarizations of primary Λ, Ξ−, and Ω−

hyperons approximately fulfill PΛ : PΞ− : PΩ− � 1 : 1 : 5/3. The main reason is that
Ω− is a spin-3/2 hyperon, while Λ and Ξ− are spin-1/2, and equation (1) shows that the
global polarization is proportional to S + 1. In addition to the spin number, equation (1) also
indicates that the global polarization depends on hyperon’s four-velocity (pν/m) and space-
time coordinate x. However, as we examined in the AMPT model, the three hyperons have
very similar velocity and space-time distributions. As a result, the difference between the
primary global polarizations ofΛ andΞ− is very small. Recent hydrodynamic calculation [27]
yielded similar conclusion.

The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the global polarizations of Λ, Ξ−, and Ω− hyperons, but
with the decay contributions to Λ and Ξ− taken into account. Compared with the primary
global polarizations (Fig. 1 left), decay of heavier particles reduces the global polarization
of Λ by about 10%, but increases the global polarization of Ξ− by about 25% [18]. The
Ω− hyperon contains hardly any contribution from decays, therefore we neglect the decay
contributions to the global Ω− polarization. Finally, after we consider the decay contribu-
tions, the global polarizations of inclusive Λ and Ξ− hyperons become separated, and we find
PΩ− > PΞ− > PΛ. This explains the recent experimental measurement at 200 GeV [13]. Our
calculations predict that the ordering of PΩ− > PΞ− > PΛ will become more prominent from
the RHIC-BES II data if there would be sufficient statistics to make the measurements.

4 Summary

In summary, we studied the global polarizations of Λ, Ξ− and Ω− hyperons in Au + Au
collisions at RHIC energies

√
sNN = 7.7–200 GeV, within the framework based on the thermal

vorticity and spin transfer in decay. We find that the global polarizations of primary hyperons
approximately fulfill PΛ : PΞ− : PΩ− � 1 : 1 : 5/3, and the global polarizations of inclusive
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hyperons are in the ordering: PΩ− > PΞ− > PΛ. We have analyzed multiple reasons for the
relations among PΛ, PΞ− , and PΩ− . We found that Ω− has the largest global polarization,
which is due to its larger spin number (S = 3/2). On the other hand, the decay contributions
play an important role in the separation between the inclusive global polarizations of Λ and
Ξ−. Our findings can naturally explain the recent experimental data at 200 GeV [13]. We also
expect more experimental measurements at RHIC-BES energies to further test our results.
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